Possible dopamine agonist properties of quipazine maleate.
Though quipazine is widely regarded as a relatively pure serotonergic (5-HT) agonist and has been reported to have no dopamine (DA) agonist properties, it has produced stereotyped behavior (SB) associated with DA agonist arousal of striatal DA mechanisms. Since we observed a dose-related inhibition of quipazine induced stereotypy (QISB) by a centrally acting DA antagonist (haloperidol) that could not be mimicked by a central 5-HT receptor blocking agent (methysergide), it appeared likely that QISB is mediated by striatal DA mechanisms. This was further supported by our observing that QISB could be potentiated by a subthreshold dose of the central DA agonist apomorphine. In light of this, and the presence of abnormal movements seen concomitantly with QISB that are typically produced by intrastriatal injections of 5-HT agonists, it appears that QISB is a complex phenomenon. While QISB seems to be primarily due to the stimulation of DA mechanisms, the effect of quipazine on behavior appears to be a combined result of its effects on both DA and 5-HT mechanisms. Specifically, central striatal DA receptors appear to mediate QISB per se, while serotonergic mechanisms stimulated by quipazine inhibit its further development and produce extrapyramidal-like abnormal movements.